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After almost a year since Sam Gaultieri was violently attacked at a home he was building for his daughter
at Stirling Woods in Caledonia, the family is fed up with the OPP's repeated refusal to hold the Native
Protesters accountable. Sure the OPP may have charged three people in Sam’s attack but what about
HDI for their Extortion demands on the developer or the Natives who illegally occupied the site which led
up to his attack?
Where are the charges against the Confederation Chiefs for creating HDI and authorizing occupations
which led to the violence? Just when is the OPP going to do more than just arrest a few Natives after
media start to air the stories?
Each and every one of the Natives who were occupying Stirling was doing so illegally to force extortion
money from the developer and so I will be filing criminal charges against HDI, the Confederacy Chiefs
and any Protesters who helped shut down the Stirling development. Morally these people shared in the
responsibility for Sam’s attack.
Legally they should face Mischief, Intimidation and Extortion charges.
This week we will be filing these charges based on various video and photo evidence that was taken at
the time. Sam Gaultieri has turned over documents and has agreed to testify in court to ensure these
charges are certified.
The public will no longer allow the OPP to sit back and allow extortion and violence to occur. The federal
government states the following on their web site:
The right of a citizen to institute a prosecution for a breach of the law has been called "a valuable
constitutional safeguard against inertia or partiality on the part of authority”.
The words ‘inertia’ and ‘partiality’ describe the OPP correctly. They repeatedly refuse to enforce the laws
of Canada. The OPP even provide protection for Native Protesters so they can freely and illegally occupy
private property.
Parliament felt it was important to have such a ‘valuable constitutional safeguard’. The events that have
happened in Caledonia over the past two years demonstrate just how much the constitution needs this
safeguard and needs average people stepping forward to protect Democracy.
One day the OPP may start to uphold the laws of Canada and such private prosecutions will not be
needed. But until then we ask anyone who has been a victim of a crime since Feb. 28, 2006 to contact
us and we will review whether there is evidence to lay a charge.
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